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Character Clues 

Jack 

Jack’s watch was lying in the room 2. 

Mick’s wallet was found in Jack’s pocket. 

Niki- 

Niki’s hanky lying in the washroom and drenched in blood. 

Niki’s ring lying near the store room. 

Niki’s fight(oral chat) with Mick was secretly heard by Carl.  

Roger- 

Pistol Lying in the room 2. 

Roger’s headset was found lying near the exist area. 

Carl- 

Wine bottles found in the plane. 

Bar receipts of Carl were found in the documents. 

Carl’s Camera was found in the back portion of the plane. 

Richard- 

A missing badge of Richard’s coat was found lying in the front section of the plane. 

False weather report found in the pilot’s airplane console. 

 



 
 

Maria- 

Maria’s bracelet was found in Mike’s coat. 

Rotten food found in the kitchen. 

Poison bottle found in the kitchen. 

Receipts of poison, purchased from a general shop lying near the kitchen. 

Frank- 

Torn pieces of dealing paper with Frank signature in it found in the room 1. 

Audio tape (Private discussion between Cass, Josh, Mike, and Frank). 

Frank pocket knife was in found near store room. 

Corey- 

Important files could be found in Corey’s laptop lying in front section. 

Toned business deal timetable was found in the front section. 

 

 

Murderer Clues 

Cas- 

Audio tape (private discussion between Cass, Josh, Mike, and Frank). 

Audio tape 2(Fight between Cass, Josh, Mike and Frank). 

Cheque receipts found in Cass Coat. 

Unpaid Loan receipts lying in the floor. 

Right shoe of Cass was found with blood stains on it. 

Account journal of Cass was found in the front section of the plane. 

 

Josh- 

Audio tape (private discussion between Cas, Josh, Mike, and Frank). 

 

Audio tape 2(Fight between Cas, Josh, Mike and Frank). 

Shattered specs of Josh was found in the back section of the plane. 

Josh briefcase was found in the front section of the plane. 



 
 

Josh fountain pen found lying near room 1.  

 

Dead person Clues  

Mike- 

Mike’s cellphone lying in the store room. 

Mike bloody coat found in the store room. 

Blood in the washroom. 

Half burnt Suicide note of Mike lying in the ground. 

Pieces of mirrors with blood drops on it found in the washroom. 

Suicide note written by a fountain pen. 

 


